RED-BREASTED MERGANSER

CHARACTERISTICS
- LENGTH: 20" - 26"
- CREST ON BACK OF HEAD
- THIN REDDISH BILL

RED-THROATED LOON

- LENGTH: 25"
- RELATIVELY SHORT NECK
- LOWER MANDIBLE UPTURNED
- BILL HELD SLIGHTLY ABOVE HORIZONTAL
- BLACK AND GRAY BACK, WHITE ThROAT.

CORMORANT (DOUBLE-CRESTED, GREAT)

- LENGTH: D.-C. = 33", GREAT = 37"
- LONG NECK
- THIN BILL
- BILL HELD SLIGHTLY ABOVE HORIZONTAL
- BLACK PLUMMAGE

COMMON LOON

- LENGTH: 28" - 35"
- RELATIVELY SHORT NECK
- MASSIVE BODY AND HEAD
- HEAVY BILL
- SOLID BLACK BACK, WHITE THROAT.
OCEAN BIRD SILHOUETTES

CHARACTERISTICS

- LENGTH: 12" - 15"
- TRIANGULAR "GREBE" HEAD;
- RELATIVELY LONG NECK;
- TAIL NOT EXPOSED;
- BLACK CAP, WHITE CHEEK AND NECK.

- LENGTH: 18"
- TRIANGULAR "GREBE" HEAD;
- LONG NECK;
- TAIL NOT EXPOSED;
- DARK THROAT, CHIN WHITE.

- LENGTH: 12" - 14"
- TAIL EXPOSED;
- THIN BILL;
- "SALT AND PEPPER" PLUMMAGE;
- LOOK FOR RED FEET.

- LENGTH: 16" - 19"
- TAIL EXPOSED;
- FAIRLY STOCKY;
- FAIRLY LONG BILL;
- BLACK AND WHITE PLUMMAGE.
OCEAN BIRD SILHOUETTES

CHARACTERISTICS

- LENGTH: 13" - 15"
- TAIL NOT EXPOSED
- HEAD LARGE FOR BODY, ROUND
- MALE HAS PROMINENT WHITE PATCH ON THE HEAD.

BUFFLEHEAD

- LENGTH: 20"
- TAIL NOT EXPOSED
- ROUND HEAD FLATTENED AT BACK
- WHITE CIRCLE ON FACE OF MALE
- SIDES VERY WHITE ON MALE.

COMMON GOLDFINCH

- LENGTH: 21"
- TAIL NOT EXPOSED
- BACK OF HEAD SLOPES NOTICEABLY
- WHITE CRESCENT ON FACE OF MALE
- 'LADDER' ON SIDES.

BARROW'S GOLDFINCH
OCEAN BIRD SILHOUETTES

CHARACTERISTICS

- LENGTH: 18'';
- STRAIGHT FOREHEAD;
- TAIL EXPOSED;
- DARK, MAGNIFICENT COLORATION ON MALE.

HARLEQUIN DUCK

- LENGTH: MALE = 21'', FEMALE = 16'';
- FAIRLY LONG NECK;
- LONG, POINTED TAIL ON MALE;
- EXTENSIVE WHITE ON BOTH MALE AND FEMALE.

Long-tailed Duck

- LENGTH: 21'' (WHITE-WINGED);
- SHORT NECK;
- TAIL NOT EXPOSED;
- HEAVY BUILD;
- BLACK PLUMMAGE.

SCOTER (BLACK, SURF, WHITE-WINGED)

- LENGTH: 23' - 27'';
- SLOPING HEAD PROFILE;
- TAIL SLIGHTLY EXPOSED;
- HEAVY BUILD;
- EXTENSIVE WHITE ON MALE; FEMALE BROWN.

COMMON EIDER